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Editorial
Letter to Readers
Dear Reader,
We would like to welcome you to the
first issue of Around the Globe Music
Magazine. Firstly, I would like to introduce
our recently launched non-profit company
Around the Globe Music & Arts, whose
aims and aspiration are mirrored in
this magazine. The company’s primary
objective is to advance the development
of contemporary music and to support
other forms of art in the UK and beyond.
We are pursuing our goals through the
organisation of performances and other
cultural and educational events, open to
musicians of all ages and levels, including
children, amateurs and adult professionals
- festivals, concerts, masterclasses,
workshops and exhibitions.
Our company runs annual piano music
competitions promoting variety of
musical styles from classical to jazz, with
an emphasis on contemporary music from
around the world. We believe it is a part of
our mission to assist emerging musicians,
through the advancement of their musical
education and the promotion of pianists,
contemporary composers and other
artists from diverse cultural and economic
backgrounds. In addition, we find that

our annual piano competition Around the
Globe Piano Music Festival (AGPMF) has
emerged to be a great platform that brings
closer multicultural diversity to a broader
audience and introduces a different range
of musical traditions including many styles
of the late 20/21st century of worldwide
contemporary piano music.
In its way, our company hopes to contribute
to better cultural understanding, social
cohesion and sustainable personal and
societal development. In that spirit, we are
actively focusing on organising cultural
events including public performances for
prize winners and exceptionally talented
musicians, thus helping them attain
greater prospects for their musical career.
It is important for us to highlight
musicians’ informational and promotional
material with its profound educational
and artistic values in our various music
publications including annual magazines
- printed and online. We hope that the
first issue of Around the Globe Music
Magazine with its many articles, blogs and
biographies sparks an interest in playing,
creating and inspiring you to explore
further in the field of music.

5th Annual Piano Competition: Around the Globe Piano Music Festival (AGPMF)
Junior & Adult Piano Categories
Sunday 2nd Dec 2018 from 10am
The Study Society, Colet House, 151 Talgarth Road, London W14 9DA
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In Retrospective AGPMF 2017
Marina Petrov

I

n its fourth year, the Around the Globe
Piano Music Festival 2017 stood out
with a galaxy of great piano repertoire,
which was performed by many talented
young and more mature pianists including
professionals. Last years’ event started
early on Sunday 19th November, with
a hectic schedule throughout the whole
day. As in previous years, the venue
took place at Colet House, a beautiful
Victorian building rich in history located
in west London. The place was buzzing
with excitement, crowded with children
and people of different backgrounds and
professions who shared one common
theme - love for piano music and its
performance!

The festive atmosphere was enhanced by
the presence of piano composers including
Lola Perrin as well as new adjudicator
Melanie Spanswick, whose works were
performed with great enthusiasm,
especially by the younger players. The
festival was especially fruitful as we had
many winners in a wide range of piano
categories. For the first time in the festival’s
history, there were two prize winners in
the Junior Contemporary Music Category
- Compulsory Pieces Class for 12 years
and under, the amazing Martha Lawson
and Joe Davis.
An AGPMF 2017 Trophy for junior pianists
was awarded to the exceptionally musical
Amy Zheng for the best performance of

Lola Perrin, Martha Lawson and Melanie Spanswick
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In Retrospective AGPMF 2017
contemporary composition (Love Song by
Wanghua Chu), who also won the Duet
Class alongside Lucy Che. Very young
pianist Khusniddin Khoshimov, as well as
Elishe Lim, stood out from many winners
in Grade Repertoire Classes. In addition,
2017 medallists of the Short Piano Recital
categories including the young Arthur
Anderson, Ethan Zhiming Yan and
Alexander Anderson thrilled the audience
with their impressive playing, and their
talents were noted by the adjudicators.
The star of the festival for Junior
Categories was undoubtedly medallist and
multiple winner virtuoso Pung Rae Yue,
a 13 years old girl from Singapore whose
outstanding performances went beyond
expectation due to her demanding and
advanced level repertoire. She played with
great pianistic maturity Chopin’s C minor
Nocturne Op.48 and Revolutionary Etude
as well as Beethoven’s ‘Pathetique’ Sonata,
1st Movement. Pung has also represented
French composers in her repertoire
including Debussy and Ravel, playing
with a great touch of tone and musical
expressiveness.
In the Adult Categories, there were
many professionals and advanced level
students as well as amateur pianists
whose contemporary and classical music
programme was quite significant and
innovative. Amongst pianists of classical
styles, Marianna Kapsetaki distinguished
herself with virtuosity and musicianship
by playing a demanding repertoire in the
Recital Class for advanced pianists. Her
programme highlighted a wide spectrum
of pianistic styles including 1st movement
of ‘Waldstein’ by Beethoven, Liszt’s ‘La

Campanella’ as well as works by Chopin
and Rachmaninoff, which led her to win
AGPMF 2017 highest award.
Jessica Wright’s attractive playing and
extensive programme led her to win
AGPMF Trophy 2017 for Contemporary
Piano Music (Adult Advanced), in
presenting West Europeans and North
American styles. We heard brilliant
interpretations of compositions written by
Phillip Glass, Lola Perrin, Graham Fitkin
as well as lesser-known work ‘Bells’ by
Joseph Shone-Hatchwell.
Furthermore, Lola Perrin’s piano duet
‘Before Sleep’ played by the winners
Petra Chong / Leng Wye Kee, with
astonishing pianistic expression, bringing
to light insightful music ideas within the
composition, which had excellent reviews
from the judges’ panel and the spectators.
The festival was honoured to host the UK
premiere of a compelling Jewish Piano
Suite, 2nd and 3rd movement, written
by the prominent Serbian composer, the
late Aleksandar Vujić (1945-2017). An
outstanding performance by renowned
pianist Olga Dudnik brought to light
the complexity and the true conception
of the piece using a wide spectrum of
timbre, great pianistic artistry and strong
emotional charge. This resulted in her
winning a Special Prize for the most
promising pianist in Adult Category - an
artwork ‘Trio’ by prominent Serbian artist
Dusan Rajsic- awarded by Fine Art Escape
Gallery. █
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Focus on
Dušan Rajšić

D

ušan Rajšić (1970) was born in Gospić, in the region of Kninska Kraina in
Croatia. He is considered to be one of the most prominent and prolific Serbian
artists creating an extensive collection of paintings and drawings as well as
over 500 sculptures. His art has featured in many group exhibitions in Serbia and
other Balkan states. Some of his most significant creations are memorial monuments
in honour of those who died in the Yugoslavian wars (1990-1999) based in the
Serbian towns of Bačka Topola (In Memoriam artist Straub Jozef) and Lazarevac. In
addition Dušan Rajšić, inspired by the caves of Velebit Mountain, has invented a
unique sculpting technique as he wanted his sculptures to look as if they are made of
limestone.
His drawings are often inspired by the movements of ballerinas and tango dancers
in motion, as well as female music players. The style of Rajšić fine arts has strong
expressionist traits, although a different approach towards combining various painting
and drawing techniques as well as use of diverse bright color spectrums makes his work
innovative and particularly remarkable.
Dušan Rajšić studied at the Academy of Fine Arts in Zagreb and graduated from the
Academy of Fine Arts in Belgrade in 1996. He is a member of the Serbian Association
of Fine Artists and the editor of the art programme at the Cultural Centre in Lazarevac,
Serbia.
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Preface to Contemporary Composers
& their works for Junior Pianists

My Journey as a Composer
Lindsey Berwin

M

y journey as a composer began
some thirty years ago, primarily
in response to my pupils’
pedagogical needs and their requests for
specific repertoire. Little could I have
known then that I was embarking on
a voyage which would blossom into a
passion, providing me with a wonderful
means of self-expression as a musician, and
of self-discovery as a person.
I was privileged to have spent four
invaluable years studying at The Royal
Academy of Music, but I never received
any instruction in composition. Thus, I was
left to rely on my experience, knowledge
and instincts as a pianist and teacher, to
guide me through this unfamiliar territory!
My first works included a sight-reading
series, subsequently entitled Fun Key!, a
number of bespoke duets, a set of jazz-style
technical exercises and a piano course for
pre-school children.
A significant turning point for me was the
discovery of The EPTA annual composers’
competition. This opportunity provided
the catalyst for me to broaden my
compositional horizons. In addition, it
spurred me on to incorporate this creative
element of music into my teaching,
resulting in many years of enjoyment

and satisfaction for both myself and my
pupils. In terms of my development as
a composer, having begun to explore
a freer range of writing, the creative
process gradually gathered momentum.
I revelled in the technical challenges
of wrestling with toccatas, fugues and
studies, and in the chance to explore both
the field of tonalities and the world of the
subconscious. The latter resulted in works
of a somewhat philosophical nature, such
as Chromatic Fantasy, Enigma and Tunnel
Vision and, influenced by the jazz idiom,
Introspection.
Opening out the parameters of composition
meant the need to adopt diverse
approaches. The above-mentioned Fun
Key!, and its flute counterpart Jazz Keys,
both later published by Kevin Mayhew,
were written very much as teaching aids,
intended to improve students’ reading and
transposition skills. I created most of the
material away from the instrument, relying
on my inner hearing, and the process felt
predominantly cerebral.
To compose a more complex repertoire,
working at the piano was, and remains a
necessity. Pieces with a specific structure
and those with a technical purpose again
have their roots in a cerebral process.
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Fugal writing, in particular, has a
methodical, almost mechanical aspect to
its construction, and I find composing
music of this type immensely rewarding
intellectually. By contrast, compositions

L

of the more philosophical nature emanate
from my emotions (although edited
by my intellect!), often providing a
cathartic experience and an outlet for life’s
complexities.

Focus on
Lindsey Berwin

indsey Berwin is a British composer.
She studied at The Royal Academy of
Music, graduating with a degree in
music and a piano teaching diploma. After
obtaining a Post Graduate Certificate in
Education and teaching classroom music
for two years, she decided to refocus her
attention on piano teaching. Since then
she has amassed some thirty five years
of experience, with a thriving teaching
practice both at home in Leeds and at the
schools of the Wakefield Grammar School
Foundation.
Lindsey has become well-known for her
innovative and enjoyable approaches
to improving key skills, as well as her
passion for composition. She and her
pupils regularly win prizes in the annual
European Piano Teachers Composers’
Competition.
Lindsey is the composer of FunKey!, a series of books designed to improve piano
students’ sight reading skills using jazz based material, and Jazz Keys, its counterpart
for the flute. Her most recent published work is entitled All The Fun Of The Fair. It
is a Contemporary Classical piano suite suitable for Intermediate to Advanced level
students to play in recitals, festivals or exams. Each piece depicts a different fairground
ride or stall, creating a host of varied sound worlds.
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My Journey as a Composer - Lindsey Berwin

All the Fun of the Fair
All the Fun of the Fair, published recently
by EVC music, was my first substantial
collection of pieces, and my inaugural
venture in to the realms of programme
music. The suite consists of ten pieces
representing different fairground rides,
and I wanted to produce a soundworld which suitably described each.
For this task turned to my imagination
for inspiration. Coming full circle, and
returning to my metaphor of a journey,
I hope that the following whistle-stop
tour of the fairground will show how I set
about achieving my aim, and provide an
entertaining conclusion to this blog!
The Ghost Train
An eerie, rubato introduction sets the
scene. A left-hand ostinato based on
augmented 4ths represents the movement
of the train, while the right-hand mimics
the sound of its whistle. Tension builds,
until fortissimo chords herald the
appearance of a frightening apparition.
The train restarts twice more, the last time
accelerating, until octaves, played presto,
lead into a final terrifying encounter!
The Carousel
The 6/8 lilt at the start of this piece is
intended to represent the movement
of the Carousel as it gently turns. The
ascending and descending nature of some
of the phrases and the changes in key
and time signature, signify the rise and

fall of the horses, as well as the carousel’s
circular motion. The piece ends with a
gradual diminuendo and a small ritenuto,
denoting the ending of the ride.
The Lotus Flower Ferris Wheel
The movement of a slowly turning Ferris
Wheel is captured by fluid writing and
gently rising and falling phrases. To add to
the feeling of tranquillity, parallel 4ths are
employed, transporting the performer and
listener to the beauty of the Orient.
The Roller Coaster
An atmosphere of excitement tinged
with fear is set from the start! The whole-
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tone scale rises, as the passengers are
slowly carried to the summit. The cars
descend dramatically represented by
vivace chromatic semiquavers, becoming
dissonant along the way to reflect the
cries of the riders. Twice more this scene
is repeated, and the final descent builds in
contrary motion to a fortissimo climax.
The UFO
Slow, dissonant chords create a feeling of
outer-space, leading into an appassionato
section which gradually rises to a soaring
fortissimo. The music then slowly
dies away, with descending sequential
imitation. A return to the opening
style follows, but this time, almost like
gravity, the harmony pulls us away from
uncertainty (dissonance) to end with a
feeling of peace (consonance).
The Lazy Water Ride
In contrast to the intense emotion of
The UFO, this composition portrays a
calm and relaxed ride, using very little
dissonance. Rippling water is depicted
by descending semiquaver passages in
the high register. These move sequentially
through different keys, finally returning
the piece to its starting key of A major.
The Pirate Ship
A bold introduction of chords built on
4ths sets the scene for this feisty musical
picture. The swaggering character of
pirates is then imitated by the use of tritone
chords, chromatically rising and falling
3rds and descending broken octaves. A
passage with a sturdy left-hand ostinato
evokes the swinging movement of the ride,
and after a return to the previous material,

contrary motion octaves bring the music
to a spirited end on a sfz Dm#7 chord.
The Mechanical Bull
A Latin style, characteristic rhythms and
ornamentation carry us to the world of the
Spanish matador. The 5/4 time signature
at the start and the later insistent ostinato
add humour, as the rider attempts to stay
mounted. As the ending approaches, a
repeated pattern rises from the depths of
the piano. It culminates in a fortissimo
descending glissando, as the jockey finally
admits defeat!
The Coconut Shy
Each hand represents a person
competing to win the prize in this final
piece. Acciaccaturas, imitation and
changing time signatures, combined
with considerable dissonance including
bitonality, bring All the Fun of the Fair to a
suitably quirky and light-hearted ending! █

‘A great new collection of pieces by Lindsey
Berwin, suitable for players at around Grade
5-7 level… The collection would make a
great diversion for players looking for fresh
imaginative repertoire at this level – highly
recommended!’
Andrew Eales, Pianodao
• You can purchase the piano suite on line
at: www.elenacobb.com/shop/all-the-funof-the-fair-for-piano-by-lindsey-berwin/
• To listen to the music go to:
https://soundcloud.com/lindsey-berwin/
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Piano Suites
Lola Perrin

The man in the black hat below is
probably sleeping
Piano Suite II: part 2
This suite was written from memories
of the atmospheres in Ansel Adams’
photographs. Rather than working directly
from any single image, I recalled how his
pictures had made me feel in the past
and tried to capture those feelings in the
compositions. In some pieces, I was led to
short, imagined stories in black and white,
in the style of Adams photography.
The man in the black hat below is probably
sleeping is one such story. Its location is
a small town in America at the height
of summer, sometime in the 1800’s; a
man, probably drunk and passed out, is
sprawled out on the ground in the noon
sun, a large hat obscuring his undoubtedly
handsome face. But a fly is buzzing around
him and begins to draw the attention of
the passers-by…

The Arrival
Piano suite VIII: part 5
This suite imagines our journey without
end. The Arrival (part 5) is in the middle of
the suite and marks the stepping over of a
divide and springing into a new lightness.
█

Purchase piano pieces online:
www.spartanpress.co.uk
or via
www.agpianomusicfestival.co.uk/agpmf_
download.php
Listen on:
• https://soundcloud.com/lolaperrin/thearrival-part-6-from-piano-suite-viii-onthe-gradient-road-lola-perrin
•https://soundcloud.com/lolaperrin/
the-man-in-the-black-hat-is-probablysleeping-from-piano-suite-ii-nine-imagesfor-pianolola-perrin
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Focus on
Lola Perrin

A

merican born, London-based composer, pianist, collaborator, piano teacher,
Composer in Residence at Markson Pianos, has published nine piano suites
and has two CDs on general release. Collaborates in performance with various
artists including Hanif Kureishi, Sue Hubbard, Mihir Bose. Has been interviewed
on various BBC shows. Performs as a solo artist, in collaboration with filmmakers,
authors, artists and other pianists.
Her nine piano suites composed 1991 - 2016 are available from her publishing
label; Lola Perrin Sheet Music. She is also building a repertoire for multiple piano;
performances include Southbank Centre, Kennedy Centre Washington DC and
Institute de Serbie, Paris. Currently touring Significantus, a keyboard conversation
about climate change in collaboration with economists, lawyers, scientists, artists and
other thinkers. Lola has initiated Climate Keys in which scores of pianists will be
performing with guest speakers to engage audiences in talking about climate change
across the world.
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Musical Map of Serbia
Vera Milanković

M

usical Map of Serbia is an album
consisting of piano miniatures,
each inspired by a particular
Serbian folk song. These songs have been
collected by Prof. Miodrag Vasiljević, the
founder of Serbia’s Folklore.

The harmonisation is based on songs
imminent tonal structure evoking its
archaic flavour. The songs are not only
situated geographically, they also embody
a rich variety of metrical structure with a
unique melodic beauty. █

Focus on
Vera Milanković

P

rof. Vera Milanković (London, 1953) is a multitalented Serbian composer, pianist, pedagogue and
organizer of educational events. She was nominated
for the best theatre music by the Musica Clasica magazine in
2013 and was awarded the “Golden Link” by the Cultural
and Educational Community of Belgrade for her educational
work.
Throughout her long standing music career she has performed
her own compositions at numerous concerts, festivals, shows,
television as well as taking part in other live and recorded
media in Serbia and other Balkan states.
Fascinated by traditional Serbian music, she has written many authentic arrangements for
piano, voice and ensembles for various instruments including percussion and piano. Apart
from a large opus for solo piano Vera composed two piano concertos that were publicly
highly praised. Her music written for several theatre plays and ballets as well as children’s
choirs were also critically acclaimed.
Vera has studied composition and solfeggio at Belgrade University of Arts, Faculty of Music
to the highest level and further enriched her knowledge by obtaining an MA in composition
from Guildhall School of Music and Drama in London, UK (1978).
She teaches at the Faculty of Music University of Arts, Belgrade Serbia and runs the
Pedagogical Forum and International Annual Symposium for music and drama teachers. In
addition to her family heritage, she is proud to be a descendent of a distinguished Serbian
family of high officers, scientists, university professors as well as diplomats and writers.
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Jazz Piano
John Kember

About the books for Junior Pianists
On the Lighter Side is a series of books
in different jazz styles in various levels of
difficulty written for solo piano as well as 9
pieces for piano duet published by Schott
(ED 12615). The first 16 pieces for solo
piano are relatively short and easy pieces.
This is followed by original Ragtime, Blues,
Rock and Soul for solo piano, and a set
of arrangements of Spirituals combining
both solos and duets.
The series of books also includes two
books of Duets – one of differing styles
and the other exclusively in Latin styles. A
selection of these, were then chosen for 2
additional publications as Solo Collection
(Schott ED 12841) and Duet Collection
(Schott ED 12842).

Faber Music have published a more
concentrated course on playing Jazz Piano
with 3 books of increasing difficulty,
namely Jazz Piano Studies 1 and 2 –
containing all original material and Jazz
Piano Master, made up of both original
pieces and arrangements. A further Plus 1
collection which consists of original
pieces, with having the benefit of an
additional part – such as a bass line – for a
teacher or friend to play in preparation for
performing with a bass player.
These books should be available from
good music shops or the two publishers.
They are also available through me via my
website www.johnkember.com.

About the books for Adult Pianists
The Jazz Piano Player series of 3 books of
arrangements of Jazz Standards by the great
songwriters came about to help aspiring
jazz pianists to understand reading chord
symbols to enable them to create their
own accompaniments and arrangements,
which musical language is much used in

this field. The piano piece Summertime
you can find in The Jazz Piano Player Autumn Leaves published by Faber Music
that is widely available.
They are also available through me via my
website www.johnkember.com.
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Focus on
John Kember

B

orn in London, John studied
at Trinity College of Music,
London, firstly as a Junior
Scholar then as a full time student.
Since then has enjoyed a full and
varied career in both performing
and academic spheres with activities
ranging from teaching, composing
and arranging to working as a pianist
and conductor in concert halls,
theatres and recording studios across
the UK.
He currently has over 90 publications
available with Faber Music and
Schott Music in London, including
many for the jazz pianist including
his Jazz Studies and On the Lighter
Side series, and more recently 2 new
series for Faber Music – The Jazz
Piano Player and the Pop Piano Player. Additional projects are published by Music
Sales Ltd. For Schotts he has completed a 31 book series of Sight Reading books for all
the orchestral instruments plus recorder and guitar with the last in the series published
in 2015 alongside a collection of Christmas Duets for piano. He has collaborated with
many distinguished musicians in both performance and publications including Jiggs
Whigham the internationally acclaimed trombonist, and the baritones Alan Opie,
Ben Luxom. Last year presented a series of songs at Trinity College, Cambridge with
Alexander Armstrong, to an audience of alumni.
For many years he tutored students at the Kent Music Academy where his
responsibilities are mainly for composition, jazz and conducting – representing his
primary musical interests. He examined for the Associated Board from 1989 until
2005 and has recently adjudicated composition competitions including the current
EPTA competition.
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Preface to Contemporary Composers
& their works for Adult Pianists

Composing Educational Piano Music
Melanie Spanswick

O

ver the past few years, I’ve
written several collections of
educational piano music; these
books have been designed for students
from elementary level (Grade 1) up to
advanced level (Grade 8). I have included
my compositions in various text book
publications too. My piano course, Play
it again: PIANO (published by Schott),
contains two such pieces. This two-book
course, takes students from elementary up
to advanced level (Book 1 covers grades 1 –
4, and Book 2, grades 5 – 8) via 49 mostly
original, graded piano pieces complete
with copious practice ideas for every piece.
The books are proving beneficial for both
students and teachers, and provide a piano
anthology which can be used alongside
various piano exam syllabuses.
I love composing piano music; for me,
it represents creativity, inspiration and
presents an opportunity to write music
which I hope, students want to learn and
perform.
When I started writing, I noticed relatively
few elementary and intermediate level
works written for adult pianists, particularly
in a Minimalist style. Minimalism is a
musical genre which began in the 1960s,
employing limited or ‘minimal’ musical
material, featuring repetition; some
call it music with repetitive structures.
Its simplicity can produce strikingly
beautiful, often haunting music. I’ve

incorporated this simplicity into my own
style, and whilst I would never go as far
as to call myself a ‘Minimalist’ composer,
the concept of repetition combined
with atmospheric harmonies has always
appealed.
The pieces selected for inclusion in the
Around the Globe Piano Festival 2018,
Karma and Seahorse Dream, exhibit many
of the expected Minimalist traits; simple
chord progressions, repetition of short
phrases and pulsating rhythms.
My compositional process begins at
the piano; it’s fun to sit and devise
harmonic progressions. There are so
many options available, whether that be
assimilating expected chord structures
or experimenting with highly chromatic
patterns. My progressions are rarely atonal
as I prefer diatonic harmony. Once I’ve
found an attractive progression, I will start
thinking about the melody. Those learning
the piano can be seduced by a memorable
or beautiful tune, so this is a vital part of
the compositional process, and simplicity
is key.
With the melody and harmony in place,
I must now develop and extend the
material. This may take many turns, but
often includes the use of Ternary form i.e.
A-B-A; the opening material in A, repeats
during the final section, with different or
developing material in the middle section
(B). Melodic repetition is (contd p.18)
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Focus on
Melanie Spanswick
As a composer, Melanie Spanswick has
written many educational works for the
piano. Her music focuses on various sound
worlds and repetitive structures which are
often associated with Minimalism.
Melanie’s piano pieces have been featured
in both Pianist magazine and International
Piano magazine, and have been performed
in a variety of different venues including
Steinway Hall (London) and the Sage
Gateshead (Newcastle).
She has written four collections of pieces:
Digressions (2015), Snapchats (2015), Piano
Waves (2016), and Piano Magic (2016).
Teachers and students have particularly
enjoyed her duets for early intermediate
players, Snapchats, which have been highly
recommended on many teaching websites.
You can hear all Melanie’s compositions on her YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/
user/ClassicalMel and on www.melaniespanswick.com

Melanie Spanswick adjuticating the Around the Globe
PIino Music Festival in 2017
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Composing Educational Piano Music - Melanie Spanswick
an aspect particularly appreciated by
students.
Educational piano music should ideally
fall within the confines of an examination
boards’ grades or levels. Composers must
therefore be mindful of including the
required keys for certain grades, as well
assuitably playable figurations and note
patterns i.e. those which don’t incur large
or uncomfortable intervals for small hands.
I have selected Karma for the intermediate
class, which is around Grade 4 or 5. In
the key of E major, this work embodies
a happy sentiment (good karma!), and
demands even quavers and a beautifully
phrased melody. Karma hails from a group
of five pieces called Digressions (which
was published in 2015 by EVC Music).
A hypnotic accompaniment combined
with convenient note patterns has made
it a favourite. Karma has recently been
published in Play it again: PIANO Book 1,
where it’s preceded by two pages of useful
practice tips.

Seahorse Dream, which is approximately
Grade 5 level, was first published in
a collection called Piano Waves (EVC
Music) in 2016. All five pieces in this
volume are inspired by my time spent as
a classical pianist, giving solo recitals on
cruise ships. This piece conjures an image

of the sea creature relishing a restful, sedate
dream, until it turns into a nightmare,
with cascading semiquavers proffering
a dramatic interlude.The melody, built

around the A minor scale, is open to many
interpretations. Seahorse Dream has also
been published in Play it again: PIANO
Book 2, where it appears alongside helpful
practice suggestions.
I sincerely hope you enjoy discovering
these piano pieces, and I really look
forward to hearing you play them. █
Karma (Play it again: PIANO – Book 1)
and Seahorse Dream (Play it again: PIANO
– Book 2) published by Schott Music.
You can find out more, watch my video
tutorials, and buy your copy, here:
https://en.schott-music.com/play-itagain-piano/
You can also purchase the books on
Amazon.
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“Hausmuzik”
Vera Milanković

H

ausmuzik is a German term for
concerts held in middle class salons
in XIX century central Europe
and likewise, in Serbia. Part of the usual
repertoire were popular folk songs with
piano accompaniment, but also arranged
for piano solo, duos and trios. Pursuing
this idea, I composed eleven piano solo
miniatures for this opus. It is dedicated
to my sister Maya, who returned to the
piano, after many years of professorship
teaching computer science.
A Glimmer of Sunshine, (‘Зрачак Вири’),
No1, is a song celebrating the dawning of a

new day; the first glimpse of sunshine and
the first bird songs. In short, it is homage
to this beautiful vision.
Serbian Love Song, (‘Болујем ja, болујеш
ти’), No7, is a sad and romantic song
about heartache, overwhelming love
that sometimes can be so strong, that
abandonment seems to be the only remedy.
You can download these piano scores for
FREE from our website:
www.agpianomusicfestival.co.uk/agpmf_
download.php █
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Focus on
Vladimir Titov

V

ladimir Titov began his music education in his
hometown of Novokuibyshevsk in the Samara
region of Russia, where he was born in 1984. At
a very early age, he progressed rapidly, developing with
excellence his pianistic performance and composition
skills. Since the age of 11, his talent has been recognised
in winning many competitions for young composers and
pianists.
In 2003 Titov graduated from Samara Music College with a
major in piano performance and continued his professional
education in Samara State Academy of Culture and Arts
with Professor Dr D. Dyatlov. This was followed by
further study at M. Glinka State Conservatory in NizhnyNovgorod, with the Head of the Piano Department,
Professor and Honoured Russian Artist, Ms E. Alekseeva. Additionally, Vladimir Titov’s
compositions including solo piano, vocal and chamber music arrangements have been
performed at competitions and festivals on a worldwide platform by young musicians as
well as professional performers. Many of his authentic compositions as well as arrangements
have been awarded with special diplomas for ‘The Best Composition’ and ‘The Best
Arrangement’.
Since moving to Moscow in 2010, Titov continued his successful career as a pianist and
composer including his work as a teacher and accompanist at the Gnessin State Music
College and other educational establishments. In addition to academic and jazz music
concert performances, he won numerous competition and festival prizes including the IV
regional Youth Jazz Festival ‘Playing Jazz with Garanyan’ (2011), Moscow State Festival
‘The Best City on the Earth’ (2014), Moscow Open Festival-Competition ‘Tutti-Jazz’
(2015), International Competition ‘The World of Creativity’ (2015) and IX International
Competition ‘The Composer’ within the creative project “ADMIRALTY STAR” (2017).
‘Music that is created by composers regardless of its style should resonate with a human soul; it
should fill one with joy and happiness and ought to satisfy all various emotional demands. Only
then would people gain deep, genuine interest and love for music.’
Vladimir Titov
Titov’s music recordings are widely available on YouTube, including Moods Op.3 and
Through the Looking Glass Op.8. Also see http://vladimirtitov.name
For printed edition of Titov’s piano scores: https://musiclibr.ru/library/titov-v-piano-pieces
Link to scores: https://vladimirtitov.musicaneo.com/sheetmusic/
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About the Music of Vladimir Titov
Extract from the article ‘Vladimir Titov Composer and Pianist’
Prof. Alla Vinogradova-Cherniayeva *

“The world of music is beautiful and
inexhaustible... The journey there is endless
and magical!” - is the artistic credo of
composer Vladimir Titov.

T

he expressive language and musical
style of Vladimir Titov is a unique
combination of romantic imagery,
sophisticated and colourful sound palette
of impressionism and spicy impulsive
vibrations of jazz. Possessing efficient
academic education, he is well at balancing
between such various esthetic and stylistic
models, synthesizing them into his own
sound substance. Herein, his music
certainly possesses its own graceful and
unique individuality.
Musical images, reflected in compositions’
titles, reveal the unique inner concept of
the musician’s creativity. On the one hand,
some titles refer to quite realistic images,
feelings, moods (e.g. Pretty Woman, Your
Glance, Rush, Come Back…, Game Of
Sparkling Rain, Poteshki (‘Maslenitsa’
Festival), Beloved, Jazz-Tonic, Bliss,
Euphoria, You & I, In The Waves). On the
other, the composer is strongly enchanted
and appealed by transcendental issues
(e.g. Beautiful Extraterrestrial Girl),
mythological motives connected with
various ethnic and folklore traditions (e.g.
Shaman, Mermaid, Barabashka, Lonely
Jinn, Shishiga, Eros, and Oceanid).
The first encounter with Titov’s

compositions suggests that the composer’s
work is rooted in the emotional and
imagery nature of the musical language,
exposing various, often contrasting,
conflicting or complimentary modes in
his music. The piece Your Glance Op.2,
obviously inspired by the piano tour de
force of the great impressionist C. Debussy,
The Girl with the Flaxen Hair resonates
with its intonations represents the mode of
yearning. On the contrary, the piece Rush
from the same opus expresses physicality
of action. The miniature Come Back…
from Op.3, like a movie screen shot of
a lonely and gloomy mode, is succeeded
by a sketch Game of Sparkling Rain Op.3,
bursting with joy, delight and happiness.
In addition, a deeper and a more precise
look into Titov’s music would show a
new edge of creative process, a constant
experimentation with different sound
space parameters, achieving true pleasure
for the composer. For example, in Two
Fantasies Op.1, Shaman is composed for
playing only on the black keys and Pretty
Woman on the white keys, therefore the
composer experiments with deliberate
restrictions. This results in an odd esthetic
intrigue, which together with grotesque
“shamanic” rhythms including low register
hypnotic ostinato formula. The black
keys of the piano create a sense of dark
mysticism, whilst the white keys give voice
to a brightly sparkling beauty and youth.
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About the Music of Vladimir Titov
According to composer’s comments,
Etude-graffiti ‘Jazz-Tonic’ Op.6 is “a musical
cocktail of invigorating jazz rhythms and
spicy harmonies, including bright colors
and sharp graffiti lines, infused with
technical challenges …” The final musical
cocktail is definitely worth the highest
appraisal due to its expressive, bright and
convincing taste in terms of the sound and
rhythmical discoveries.
The idea of experimenting with various
musical language parameters reveals itself
in the eight-piece suite Through the Looking
Glass Op.8, the composition based on the
axial symmetry principle with A-flat or D
being its axis. This results in the left and
right hand parts being “mirrored”, both
in the piano score and on the keyboard
itself. Further innovations include
experimental musical methods in creating
very specific piano tembre for different
images. In Lonely Jinn the composer uses
doubly augmented mode to instigate an
oriental feel, while in the piece Eros he
uses the Scriabin Method known for its
idiomatic expression. The sound landscape
of Shishiga uses diminished harmonies to
create a significantly dissonant texture to
depict contrasting flavours of mysticism
and humour inherent in the Slavic myth
of the quagmire creature Kikimora. In
addition, the most extraordinary feature
of the piano suite is the multi-level
symbolism that is revealed in the system
of the symbolic meaning and feelings.
Consequently, number 8 (the opus
number and the quantity of its pieces)
possessing its own symmetry, is a graphical
figure for infinity comprising the two
worlds – material and spiritual. The title
‘Through the Looking Glass’, symbolizes a

transcendental world. In many cultures
the entrance to this world is considered
to be a mirror, representing an edge
between reality and unreality; four male
and four female images that are constantly
alternating symbolically revealing the
dualism of the world.

The first piece of the suite, Narcissus
represents a white flower which symbolizes
death as a means of transmission into
another world. It follows by a succession
of musical sketches, depicting the author’s
journey to an unreal world of the Mermaid,
Barabashka, Beautiful Extraterrestrial Girl,
Lonely Jinn, Shishiga, Eros and Oceanid.
Images chosen by the composer for its
musical embodiment as it corresponds to
various categories of human moral values
– good and evil, fear and love, doubt and
hope. In the Through the Looking Glass the
composer uses mythological symbolism of
various ethnic traditions including Slavic,
Ancient Greek and Arabian in expressing
an interest for extraterrestrial civilizations
as an unfathomable extension of another
or unreal world. All pieces of the suite
possess an aphoristic nature – concise,
laconic structures that precisely and deeply
depict the author’s imagery concept. In
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About the Music of Vladimir Titov
each miniature Titov exercises texture and
inventiveness of the mode organisation;
finds original intonation solutions,
expressing amazing freedom and rhythm;
exhibits brightness including brilliance
of the vertical chords that demonstrates
immense capacity of the piano’s register.
The pauses in this significant piano work
are worthy of special attention: they add
value to the harmony and natural flow to
the musical “breath”, becoming semantic
zones of importance.
Reality and mythology, romantic
delicacy and jazz spice, expression of

feelings and cogent experiments – these
are not contradictions or conflicts, but
a kaleidoscope of opportunities and
discoveries, all carried in the music of
composer Vladimir Titov. █
*Original text:
Alla Vinogradova-Cherniayeva PhD,
Composer, member of the
Composers’ Union of Russia,
Professor of Theory and
History of Music Faculty,
The Samara State Institute of Culture
Translation: Svetlana Elina, PhD.

Composers’ Association of Serbia
Udruženje kompozitora Srbije
The Composers’ Association of Serbia was founded in 1945 in Belgrade. It has continuously worked
as one of the most renowned and most important institutions in Serbia ever since it was founded by the
Serbian Ministry of Culture. Members of the Association are composers (contemporary and popular
music) and music writers.
The principal activities of the Association are promotion of pieces by Serbian composers both at home
and abroad, taking care of composers and their material and social status, stimulating musicians
to participate in contemporary music performance, publishing scores and audio editions as well as
musicological studies dedicated to the music of Serbian composers.
In 1994 the Association established the Mokranjac Prize for an outstanding composition performed
for the first time during the previous year. Since 1992 it organizes the festival of contemporary music
International Review of Composers. The Composers Association of Serbia is a member of ISCM
(International Society of Contemporary Music), ECPNM (European Conference of Promoters of New
Music) and ECSA (European Composers and Songwriters Alliance).
Contact persons:
Ivana Trisic, President
Katarina Lazarevic, General Secretary
Composers Association of Serbia
Misarska 12 - 14, 11000 Belgrade, Serbia

tel: + 381 11 33 40 894
email: composas@gmail.com
www.composers.rs
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Focus on
Branka Popović

P

rof. Branka Popović
(1977,
Belgrade)
graduated from both
Musicology and Composition
departments of the Belgrade
Faculty of Music. She obtained
her Master of Music Degree in
Composition at the Guildhall
School of Music and Drama
in London (composition
studies with Judith Bingham).
She stayed for another
year at the Guildhall as
the Composition Fellow.
She finished her doctorate
studies in composition at the
Faculty of Music in Belgrade
(composition studies with
Zoran Erić).
Her pieces have been performed by many prominent music artists and presented
at many prominent festivals devoted to contemporary classical music including the
premier of her first chamber opera Petersburg in June 2012. She won a prize for trio
Dream (I. S. o. F) for clarinet, violoncello and piano at the Summer Music Academy
Budapest-Prague-Vienna 2002 and was awarded the Best Music in Film accolade for
her work in The Breaking Point (directed by Igor M. Toholj) at the 56th Belgrade Short
and Documentary Film Festival in 2009. Her piece Lines & Circles..., for recorder,
trumpet, harp and accordion was elected among ten recommended works at the
International Rostrum of Composers 2015 in Tallinn. In 2016/17, she was one of
fifteen participants selected to take part in the CEEC Composers Fieldtrip to China.
Her piece Stardust for viola and string orchestra was awarded 2nd prize at the London
Music Society 2017 International Composer’s Competition.
Branka Popović is an assistant professor of composition at the Faculty of Music in
Belgrade. Between 2010 and 2015 she was an associate of Radio Belgrade 3 and from
2015 she has been artistic director of International Review of Composers.
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Solitude Self-Reflections for Piano
Branka Popović

T

his piece is a brief interlude of
reflecting an inner world in
the sound of the instrument.
Composition comprises four sections,
each depicting different state of mind.
The sections are compressed in order to
deliver the very essence of a certain kind
of atmosphere. It was written in 2005
with intention to explore and possibly
find a specific nuance of sonority of the
piano through new kind of virtuosity and
through combination of dense dissonant
harmony with gentle consonant chords.

The piece reflects the process of composing,
a state of deep isolation and concentration
in which composer seeks and creates a new
sound of different quality and put it in a
specific time grid. █
• You can download the piano score
FREE from our website: www.
agpianomusicfestival.co.uk/agpmf_
download.php
• To listen to the music go to: www.
soundcloud.com/brankapopovic/solitudeself-reflections-for-piano
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Focus on
Aleksandar S. Vujić

P

rof. Aleksandar S.
Vujić (1945- 2017),
was a prominent
Serbian composer who
composed over 100 works.
His compositional oeuvre
comprises choral, chamber,
symphonic works and
instrumental music for
piano, violin, cello as well
as various ensembles. The
exclusive publisher of Vujić’s
choral works is SynkopeVerlag in Germany and his
music has been printed in the US, Italy, Hungary and Serbia.
While studying for a degree in composition, he was supervised by famous Serbian
composers including Stanojlo Rajičić, Petar Ozgijan and Vasilije Mokranjac. Vujić
also graduated in conducting and attained MA degree in piano, all from the Belgrade
University of Arts, Faculty of Music. Throughout the four years of his study he was
given the best student of his generation award.
His work has been recognized worldwide, by the US government by honouring him
with the Zoltan Kodaly Award (1983) and by Israel with the State Order of Israel
Award (1988). Furthermore, he won first and third prize at the International Robert
Schumann Choral Competition in Zwickau (1995) as well as gold medals for choral
composition at Busan, South Korea (2002) and the International Choir Competition
in Budapest (2009).
Vujić was the founder, leader and conductor of Sinfonietta chamber orchestra and the
Madrigal Choir of the Faculty of Music in Belgrade. In addition, he was chief conductor
of Djakon Avakum Chamber Choir, Baruch Brothers Choir and Iuventuscantat. He
taught at the Belgrade University of Arts, Faculty of Music and was the president of the
Union of Serbian Choirs at Home and Abroad.
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Piano Pieces

Aleksandar S. Vujić
Three Piano Pieces Op.83
“When I began writing Three Piano
Pieces Op.83, I wanted to compose three
contrasting movements, which would
fit in the repertoire of most pianists.
The opening movement is more of a
meditative piece dominated by the minor
third. In contrast, the second movement
March impresses with its sheer energy dominated by the fourth interval.
The third movement is a real heaven for
virtuoso pianists, giving pleasure to the
performer and audience alike. From its
quasi-niente opening to the pianistically
challenging passages in the left and right
hands, its accentuations make the whole
piece pulsate. The work is dedicated to the
young pianist Ivan Bašić and his professor
Nevena Popović. The world premiere
was given by Bašić at Guarnerius Hall,
Belgrade on 5 June 2015”.
Serbian Reel Dance
Piano for 4 hands
“The main structure of the dance consists
of one motif, which is the core of the
composition. The music begins with this
recurring theme as it portrays an image
of the night time, where the emerging
initial motif in the piano dynamics
represents a shimmering firefly that breaks
into the darkness; this grows rapidly in
the developing dynamics as the other
instruments emerge.”
This is how composer Alexander Vujić
picturesquely describes his work Srpsko

Kolo (Serbian Reel Dance).
As a composer-architect he believes the
finest solution to the structure of the piece
requires it to be based solely on one motif
rather than several. An important feature
is that the motif itself contains dance
elements and characteristics. In addition,
they are many developing virtuosic traits
as it develops into a series of semiquavers
that runs throughout different registers.
The main theme of the dance initially
appears only in the piano dynamics
section followed by a further development
through the canon like form by using
various intervals including 2nd, 4th as
well as the unison. Furthermore, in the
first section the composer uses many
effects typical of Serbian folk music such
as subito and glissandi to build up to the
culmination of the dance. This is followed
by a slower middle section Andante, based
on beautiful folk song from eastern Serbia
Pita li Tinke (Is Tinke asking), interlaced
by 5 /4 and 7/4 ethnic rhythms. After a
shorter repetition of the first part and
the Coda the work finishes with another
expansive climatic dancing motif in ff. █
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Piano Suite VII: Collection 2009
After Hussein Chalayan
Lola Perrin

D

uring the spring of 2009 the Design
Museum in London, organised a
debate at Shoreditch Town Hall
hosted by Cypriot-born designer/artist
Hussein Chalayan to explore what makes
London such a magnet for the artistic
community throughout the world.
I had been invited by the museum to create
music performance inspired by Chalayan
who was on exhibition at the time. Taking
his interest in the issues of cultural
migration and displacement as my starting
point I ran a questionnaire at the debate
to capture the family histories of Hussein
Chalayan’s audience. 190 questionnaires
were returned, and these created 190
unique family tales, each spanning three
generations across a hundred years.
The people poetry I collected through
asking me questions allowed me to roam
through a borderless sound-territory
creating music that would otherwise
not have been found but for the lavishly
diverse family histories I was lucky enough
to bask in. I also commissioned artist John
Kennedy to create drawings from the
tales which I looked at while composing.
Kennedy’s final drawing for the project;
“The Sea of Names”, is on the cover of
this book.
After writing the music for the live
performance, I had one final process to
go through. I extracted four narrative

passages, in the style of radio news reports
from the 190 tales. The narrations were
read aloud in between the piano pieces by
the correspondent, Mihir Bose - whose
voice I have admired from afar for many
years. And so “Suite VII: Collection” was
performed in the style of a live radio show.
The narrations are at the back of this
book. The complete tales, with John
Kennedy’s The Sea of Names, are held in
the Design Museum library. █

Page 1: London is a rhythm
Page 4: First memory
Page 6: The Sea of Names
Page 8: Across one hundred years
Page 9: The four narrations
First Edition, 2009
Printed by Lola Perrin, UK
Cover illustration
Piano Suite VII: ‘Collection’
Listen:
https://soundcloud.com/lolaperrin/
sets/piano-suite-vii-collection-lola-perrin
Buy book online from Spartan Press
(downloads also available):
http://www.spartanpress.co.uk/spweb/
details.php?catno=LP107
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Illustration by John Kennedy

Composition-In-Progress
Lola Perrin

I

love to see younger pianists marvel at
how much musical variety is created
from only twelve tones in the possession
of ten fingers. When my students write
their own pieces, we take satisfaction in
knowing that their own combination of
tones is the very newest combination in
the whole of history.
I’ve been making an ongoing series
of compositions that respond to our

environmental challenges since 2005.
But this year, despite efforts to extend
this series, events stopped me in my
tracks. Extreme weather disasters were
occurring in such close succession that
uneasy-sounding researchers indicated
climate change may be happening faster
than previously predicted. I started to feel
like I was in a type of quicksand. Places
I knew from having travelled extensively
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Composition-in-Progress - Lola Perrin
during my childhood kept popping up in
the news for all the wrong reasons; either
because there was a hurricane, or a flood,
or a landslide, or a drought.
As far as my new composition was
concerned, I couldn’t find anything to
hang on to with all of this going on. Then
one of my sisters in California had to flee
her town to get away from a catastrophic
wildfire. This was getting too close to
home for my liking.
Eventually, after a few false starts, the
ideas began. When the moment arrived,
it felt like I’d been pulling on a rubber
band and in its release, seemingly readyformed-music tumbled onto the piano.
I’d been looking at a graphic (below) by
economist Kate Raworth detailing the
planetary boundaries, with its safe space
(the green circle) exhibiting where human
activity can occur harmlessly in harmony
with, and not at the exploitation of, the
environment and each other. In this safe
space are twelve areas - water, food, health,
education and so on - that require our
attention to protect the natural world and
our fellow beings. When human activity
goes beyond the boundaries of this safe
space, imbalance and inequity results.
Raworth’s graphic provides us with a visual

guide to understanding our complex
challenges.
The twelve categories did a jig with the
twelve tones and in the piano music I could
hear birdsong and also feel that safe green
space of the graphic. Along with this piece
the title had also arrived; ‘Let the birds
have the skies’. There are various complex
rhythms and, funnily enough, when
resolution happens, the music settles into
a nice 12/8. There you have it – twelve
tones, twelve areas of care for humanity
and our environment, and twelve little
quavers dancing bar to bar. The positive
sound made me change my mind; no
longer did I want to even think about our
environmental challenges. To hell with
those! Instead, I’m trying to see what lies
beneath those birds that had reclaimed the
skies for themselves. I want to envisage the
tangible world after we decarbonise.
Admittedly this is difficult. But I take
comfort in knowing I’m not alone because
I’ve been introduced to Solarpunk; an
emerging movement of artists and writers
also peering into eco futurism. I’m out of
the quicksand and have dived into a Rubik’s
Cube of the imagination, composing my
way into a new story. And just like my
young students, a sense of wonder about
the endless possibilities contained within
those twelve tones has returned. █
• Lola Perrin’s ‘Solar Punk Symphony’
for piano, voice, photography projection,
narration and audience interaction
premiers at Markson Pianos Concert
Series in London on October 31st 2018.
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Musicians’ Health
How to avoid injury in Pianists
Gavin Burt

W

hen we do sport we warm up
by doing some gentle exercises,
and we stretch to cool down.
Even if we aren’t very good at sticking to this
routine (author of this article included!),
we appreciate that it’s a good thing to do
in order to keep our muscles and joints
injury free. Playing the piano may not be
a sport but it is a physical activity that we
sometimes spend hours doing, and which
does put our joints and muscles through a
great deal of stress, leaving us with aching
arms, backs or hands. So we should be
respecting this by warming up before we
play and by stretching afterwards.
The benefits of warming up and cooling
down properly when playing the piano
are not immediately obvious, but they
become obvious when you are the only

one of your friends who doesn’t get injured
when playing the piano! ‘Warming up’
is important because warm muscles are
more resilient and less likely to hurt or
become injured. We warm up by doing
exercises that improve the blood flow
into the muscles that we use for playing.
The most important muscles to warm
up first are the shoulder and upper arm
muscles. The muscles of the fingers and
the forearms you will warm up by doing
the keyboard warm up exercises that you
normally do each time you play. ‘Cooling
down’ properly is important because after
activity our muscles start to shorten as they
cool, becoming less flexible and weaker.
We stretch while we cool down so that our
muscles stay nice and flexible and strong
all the time.

Warm Up

1. Neck Rotations

Look over your right shoulder as far as
you can go. Feel the squeeze in the right
side of your neck. Hold this position for
20 seconds (it’ll feel like a long time!).
Repeat this on the left side. By holding
your muscles in an extreme position for
a period of time it stimulates blood flow
into your neck.
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2. Shoulder Rolls

Sitting comfortably, roll the shoulders backwards alternately. This means that as one
shoulder is up the other one is down, as one shoulder is forward the other is back, and so
on and so forth. Do this quite briskly for 30 seconds.

3. High Arm Stretches

Stretch your arms above your head with
your fingers interlaced and your palms
facing the sky. Reach up as high as you can
go and hold for 10 seconds. Do this three
times.

You are now ready to start playing!
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Cool Down
When you have finished playing I would recommend doing these simple stretches, preferably within
30 minutes of finishing.
I hope you enjoy doing these stretches, and if you have any questions please don’t hesitate to contact me
on info@backsandbeyond.co.uk. I am very happy to answer questions of any sort! █

1. Palm and Finger Stretches

Perform the stretch as shown in the photos below. Remember to keep your elbow straight. Pull
your fingers back towards your body as shown. You should stretch with all your fingers, and then
with each finger individually as shown in the second photo. Hold for 10 seconds for each one.

2. Back of hand and forearm

Perform the stretch as shown in the photo
below. Remember to keep your elbow
straight. Pull your hand towards your body
as shown. Hold for 20 seconds.

4. High Arm on Wall stretch

Stand against a wall with your arms as
shown, hands about 5-10cm apart and
your elbows straight. Push your chest
towards the wall to give a good stretch in
the front of the shoulders. Hold for 20
seconds.

3. High arm stretch

Perform this stretch exactly as you did in
the warm up.
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Gavin Burt

G

avin graduated in 1998 from the
British College of Osteopathic
Medicine with a first class degree in
Osteopathic Medicine. He was awarded the
accolade of top student in each of the four
years of his undergraduate study.
He has a love of music and was a piano
student of Marina Petrov for many years.
Consequently he has developed a deep and a
first-hand understanding of the biomechanics
of pianists, and the unique aches and pains
that plague the pianist. He treats the aches
and pains of the students, teachers and
administrative staff at the Royal Academy
of Music, to whom he has also given talks on how to prevent and self-treat injury
amongst instrumentalists. Alongside treating pianists, he has also treated accordionists,
saxophonists,
trombonists,
violinists, violists, xylophonists,
guitarists and percussionists (the
list is by no means complete!)
Gavin is the founder and clinic
director of Backs & Beyond
Ltd
(www.backsandbeyond.
co.uk), which he established in
2006 in leafy Dartmouth Park
in North London. He has a
team of experienced osteopaths,
sports massage therapists, and
a nutritionist. Gavin is proud
to have recently joined the
Around the Globe team as their
Occupational Health Director.
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Contemporary Composers & the Piano
Marina Petrov

W

ith a concert production of
Contemporary
Composers
& the Piano a non-profit
company “Around the Globe Music &
Arts” was launched. An extraordinary
piano concert held on 1st February 2018
featured
performances by composers
playing their own piano works in the
restrained and beautiful setting of the
turn-of-the-century St Cyprian’s church,
near Baker Street in London .

Vera Milanković and Vesna Stanojević

transferred us back in time to a baroque
era.
Vera’s other performance of a solo
piano piece, homage to famous Serbian
writer and poet Isidora Sekulić and her
Norwegian Letters, was both inspirational
and highly praised.
Another UK premiere was a compelling
“Jewish Piano Suite” (1989), written
by prominent Serbian composer, the
late Aleksandar Vujić (1945- 2017). An

Lola Perrin

We much enjoyed hearing many diverse
music styles including an authentic and
exceptionally musical performance of
Lola Perrin’s selection of pieces from her
opus of piano suites, which bear traits of
modern classical styles with emerging jazz
elements.
This was followed by UK premiere of
the astonishing Shakespeare’s Sonnets,
composed by Vera Milanković whose
theatre piano music is full of beautiful
archaic tunes and harmonies. In addition,
a moving recitation by actress Vesna
Stanojević of mainly love
sonnets

outstanding performance by renowned
pianist Olga Dudnik brought to light
the complexity and true conception
of the piece using a wide spectrum of
timbre, great pianistic artistry and strong
emotional charge. █

This event was a part of the 10th
anniversary of Serbian Month in Great
Britain. Read more in Britić - British Serb
Magazine:
http://www.ebritic.com/?p=650813
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Fine Art Escape and our Artists
Aleksandra Ristić

F

ine Art Escape is ready to help you
break free from your daily routine,
to venture visually as far as some
of Europe’s most enchanting shorelines,
experience the joys of strolling along
peaceful harbours, and revel in sunsets that
glow achingly on buildings whose fabric
speaks of years of extraordinary history.
We bring you beautiful pieces from artists
who live and work in the former Yugoslavia.
They are passionate about evoking the
fabulous coastline and resorts of Croatia,
the excitement of cosmopolitan Belgrade
with its city bustle and glorious riverside
panoramas, and the dynamism and soul of
cities from London to Venice.
We host regular events that include
classical art and music evenings and art
parties, and as well as an escape into our
world of art, our members benefit from the
privilege of enjoying complimentary and
VIP tickets to some of the most prestigious
art events in the UK, including the 20|21
International Art Fair in London, the
Cambridge Art Fair, the Buy Art Fair in

Manchester.
You can view the artists’ portfolios and
stories on our website www.FineArtEscape.
com.
Come and see the work close up at one of
our art events, or contact us to arrange a
leisurely viewing at your home or at our
Cambridge base. We invite you to indulge
in exhilarating escapism through the finest
art! █

Olga Dudnik, Winner of the Fine Art Escape & Composers’ Association of Serbia Prizes
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Around the Globe Piano Music Festival:
5th Annual Competition

Sunday 2nd Dec 2018 from 10am
The Study Society, Colet House,
151 Talgarth Road, London W14 9DA

T

he Around the Globe Piano Music
Festival is an annual competition
open to Junior and Adult pianists of
various levels, both amateur and professional.
As well as traditional and classical music,
the festival offers an exclusive syllabus of
piano styles including contemporary and
jazz piano within global/regional categories.
One of the main focuses of this project is
to promote contemporary piano composers
from all around the world, but who might be
less well known in the UK.
The popularity and performing standards of
this competition rely on its unique focus on
educational and performing values. The very
detailed written and spoken assessments our

adjudicators’ give after each performance have
garnered widespread acclaim. Exceptional
achievements of an individual or groups will
be rewarded with appropriate recognition,
including awards and certificates as well as
an opportunity to perform at the winners’
concert and have the recorded performance
materials promoted on social media.
We always encourage pianists of all ages to
perform a new repertoire, which helps further
their education and their understanding of
diverse musical trends. Our festival is a great
platform for emerging artists who can share
their musical achievements with others and
acquire public performance experience.

History of the Festival
AGPMF was founded in London in 2014
by award winning pianists and renowned
pedagogues, Marina Petrov and Maya Jordan.
They cooperated for many years on various
projects including concerts for students
as well as professional musicians and were
involved in organising charitable and arts’
events. In recent years their sphere of interest
extended to present day music styles as they
explored composers from different parts of
the world. They have presented their works
on many occasions in performing publicly in
the UK, thus introducing music to the wider

audience as well as to their students. The
idea was born to create a piano festival with a
unique syllabus emphasising the presentation
of modern piano music globally. █
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Regulations
Entries
■■ Entries and fees must be received no later than Wednesday 31st October 2018 by post or

email.
■■ Participants are able to make multiple entries for different piano categories. They are also able
to make multiple entries for the same class but with different repertoire.
■■ Each entry has a maximum performance time limit.
■■ AGPMF winners are not able to enter the same repertoire for the classes they have won in
previous years otherwise their entry will be declined.
■■ Late entries will only be accepted at the discretion of the organiser.
■■ Organisers reserve the right to refuse entry if the schedule is fully booked or for any other
sensitive reasons.
■■ Consult the full syllabus and fees: Junior Pianists - page 41; Adult Pianists - page 44.
■■ Entry form is available on page 54 or could be obtained from www.agpianomusicfestival.
co.uk; email: agpianomusicfestival@gmail.com or contact Maya Jordan tel. 07984857355.
■■ The age of the participant stated on the form should be as at 1st October 2018.
■■ Further information contact email: agpianomusicfestival@gmail.com
Maya Jordan, tel: 07984857355 or Marina Petrov, tel: 07734204252
AGPMF, 11 Fermor Way, Crowborough, East Sussex TN6 3BD

Fees
■■ Fees could be paid by cheque or directly to the bank account.
■■ Cheques payable to ‘Around the Globe Piano Music Festival’ to be sent together with entry

form to the address above
OR
Payment could be made directly to the Bank account:
Bank name: NatWest Bank
Account name: Around the Globe Piano Music Festival
Account number: 65798554
Sort code: 51-50-01
Ref: Competitor’s name and class code
■■ Forms should be sent by email agpianomusicfestival@gmail.com or by post to the
following address: AGPMF, 11 Fermor Way, Crowborough, East Sussex TN6 3BD.
Online application forms are also available from our web site.
■■ Entry is accepted once payment is confirmed by the bank.
■■ Entry fees are not refundable if a participant cancels their performance.
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AGPMF Regulations

Performance
■■ Performers must arrive 15 minutes before the time indicated and report to the person in

charge. In case of late arrival they could be dismissed.
■■ There is no facility to warm up or rehearse before a performance at the premises.
■■ Applicants should allow up to 30 minutes delay of their set performance schedule due to
adjustor’s work on commentaries as well as spoken feedback.
■■ Participants must use original music scores, and provide a copy for adjudicators. (A photocopy
may be used for adjudicators.)
■■ The time limit set for performance indicates the maximum duration of performance,
including pauses between pieces. It is not necessary to use the suggested time completely, but
time should not be exceeded (in which case adjudicator has right to interrupt the performance).
■■ Participants are welcome to join more than one class, but different repertoire has to be
performed for each class.
■■ We would encourage participants to dress suitably and bow before and after performance to
enhance the artistic style of the occasion for both performers and audience.

Marking, awards and list of criteria
■■ All performers will receive a written report on their performance as well as Certificate of

Performance Achievement from the Adjudicator or Jury Panel.
■■ Criteria for marking will be based on technical ability and level of expression as well as
programme conception for recital classes.
■■ Categories of awards will include: Certificate of Performance Achievement, Certificate of
Performance Achievement with merit, Certificate of Performance Achievement with distinction
and Certificate of Outstanding Performance.
■■ Awards will be given to the winners of each class. Special Prizes and Trophies will be given to
the winners of specific classes.
■■ Adjudicators have the right to award a shared prize and their decision is final.

Other
■■ Organisers reserve right to change Adjudicators or Jury Panel if needed.
■■ Photography is not permitted and all mobile devices should be put on silent.
All recordings have to be approved by the organiser.

■■ Children should be accompanied by adults and take responsibility for their safety including

all personal belongings. Note that waiting areas and toilets are not supervised.
■■ With appropriate permission the organizer may record performances and use them for
promoting the Around the Globe Piano Music Festival.
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Junior Categories
For 16 years old and under

Time

Fee

WORLDWIDE CONTEMPORARY MUSIC - Around the Globe Trophy to be awarded
(To include pieces written after 1970)
Western European composers
JG01

JG02

12 year old and under

5 min

£12

16 year old and under

7 min

£14

12 year old and under

5 min

£12

16 year old and under

7 min

£14

12 year old and under

5 min

£12

16 year old and under

7 min

£14

Scandinavian composers
JG03

JG04

Southern European composers
JG05

JG06

Balkan composers* (Special Prizes by the Composers Association of Serbia to be awarded)
*Including countries such as Serbia, Croatia, Bosnia & Herzegovina, Slovenia, Montenegro, Republic of Macedonia, Greece, Albania,
Bulgaria, Romania and Cyprus

JG07

JG08

12 year old and under

5 min

£12

16 year old and under

7 min

£14

Eastern European composers excluding Russia
JG09

JG10

12 year old and under

5 min

£12

16 year old and under

7 min

£14

Around the Globe Piano Music Festival 2017
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AGPMF Junior Categories
Russian composers
JG11

JG12

12 year old and under

5 min

£12

16 year old and under

7 min

£14

Asian Composers**

**Those include West, Central, East and Southeast Asian countries as well as Transcontinental countries such as Turkey,
Azerbaijan, Georgia, Armenia, Kazakhstan and other ex-Soviet Union Republics.

JG13

JG14

12 year old and under

5 min

£12

16 year old and under

7 min

£14

12 year old and under

5 min

£12

16 year old and under

7 min

£14

12 year old and under

5 min

£12

16 year old and under

7 min

£14

12 year old and under

5 min

£12

16 year old and under

7 min

£14

Continent of Africa Composers
JG15

JG16

North American Composers
JG17

JG18

Latin American Composers
JG19

JG20

Australian Composers
JG21

JG22

12 year old and under

5 min

£12

16 year old and under

7 min

£14

12 year old and under

5 min

£12

16 year old and under

7 min

£14

Composers from other countries
JG23

JG24

SET PIECES - Special Prize to be awarded
Any choice from:
Lower Grades (up to grade 5)
1. From the other Side of Danube, No 1 from Music Map of Serbia by Vera Milanković
2. The Arrival from Piano Suite VIII: part 6 by Lola Perrin
3. The Carousel from All the Fun of the Fair by Lindsey Berwin
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AGPMF Junior Categories
Higher Grades (up to grade 8)
1. Upon the Blossom Garden, No 5 from Music Map of Serbia by Vera Milanković
2. The man in the black hat below is probably sleeping from Piano Suite I: part 2 by Lola Perrin
3. The UFO from All the Fun of the Fair by Lindsey Berwin
JC01

JC02

12 year old and under

5 min

£12

16 year old and under

7 min

£14

Music manuscripts and recordings available on http://www.agpianomusicfestival.co.uk/agpmf_download.php

SHORT RECITAL CLASSES - Medals and Music voucher to be awarded
(Including contrasting pieces of different styles and periods)
JF01

8 year old and under

5 min

£12

JF02

9-10 year old

7 min

£14

JF03

11-12 year old

10 min

£15

JF04

13-14 year old

12 min

£16

JF05

15-16 year old

14 min

£18

FREE CHOICE CLASSES (Including one or more pieces)
JF06
JF07

12 year old and under

3 min

£10

16 year old and under

5 min

£12

12 year old and under

3 min

£10

16 year old and under

5 min

£12

PIANO DUET (for 4 hands)
JD01
JD02

JAZZ PIANO CLASSES - Special Prize to be awarded
Free Choice
JJ01

JJ02

12 year old and under

3 min

£10

16 year old and under

5 min

£12

Set Piece
Happy Feet, No 1, from Solo Collection by John Kember
JJ03

12 year old and under

3 min

£10

Romance, No 19, from Jazz Piano Studies 1 by John Kember
JJ04

16 year old and under

5 min
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AGPMF Junior Categories
Duet Set Piece
Ragetty Waltz, No 3, from On the Lighter Side - 9 pieces for piano duet by John Kember
JJ05

3 min

£10

GRADES REPERTOIRE CLASSES - Music voucher to be awarded
(From any UK examination board programme: including one or two pieces)
JR01

Piano Grade 1-3

8 years and under 2 min

£10

JR02

Piano Grade 1-4

9 years and under 3 min

£10

JR03

Piano Grade 1-5

10 years and under 3 min

£10

JR04

Piano Grade 1-5

11-12 years

3 min

£10

JR05

Piano Grade 1-5

13 years and above 3 min

£10

JR06

Piano Grade 6-8

12 years and under 5 min

£12

Piano Grade 6-8

13-14 years

6 min

£13

JR08

Piano Grade 6-8

15-16 years

7 min

£14

JR07

Adult Piano Categories
For 17 years old and above

Time

Fee

Advanced Level Categories:
WORLDWIDE CONTEMPORARY MUSIC - Around the Globe Trophy to be awarded
(To include pieces written after 1970)
Western European composers
AG01

13 min

£18

13 min

£18

13 min

£18

Scandinavian composers
AG02
Southern European composers
AG03

Balkan composers* (Special Prizes by the Composers Association of Serbia to be awarded)
*Including countries such as Serbia, Croatia, Bosnia & Herzegovina, Slovenia, Montenegro, Republic of Macedonia, Greece, Albania,
Bulgaria, Romania and Cyprus

AG04

13 min

£18
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AGPMF Adult Categories
Eastern European composers excluding Russia
AG05

13 min

£18

13 min

£18

Russian composers
AG06
Asian Composers**

**Those include West, Central, East and Southeast Asian countries as well as Transcontinental countries such as Turkey,
Azerbaijan, Georgia, Armenia, Kazakhstan and other ex-Soviet Union Republics.

AG07

13 min

£18

13 min

£18

13 min

£18

13 min

£18

13 min

£18

13 min

£18

13 min

£18

Continent of Africa Composers
AG08
North American Composers
AG09
Latin American Composers
AG10
Australian Composers
AG11
African Composers
AG12
Composers from other countries
AG13

SET PIECES - Special Prize to be awarded
Solo Piano
Choice of any combination of pieces:
1. After Hussein Chalayan, Piano Suite VII, (5 piano pieces) by Lola Perrin
2. Solitude Self-Reflections by Branka Popović
3. Through the Looking Glass, Piano Suite Op. 8 (8 Piano pieces) by Vladimir Titov
4. Three Piano Pieces Op. 83 by Aleksandar Vujić
AC01

13 min
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AGPMF Adult Categories
Piano Duet for 4 hands
Any choice from:
1. Before Sleep for four hands by Lola Perrin
2. Serbian Reel Dance (Kolo) for four hands by Aleksandar Vujić
AD02

10 min

£16

Music manuscripts and recordings available on http://www.agpianomusicfestival.co.uk/agpmf_download.php

RECITAL CLASSES - Trophy & music voucher to be awarded
Short Recital (Including contrasting pieces of different styles and periods)
AF01

22 min

£35

45 min

£70

Diploma Recital
AF02

TRADITIONAL STYLE FREE CHOICE (Including pieces written before 1970)
AF03

13 min

£18

12 min

£18

PIANO DUET (for 4 hands)
Free Choice
AD01
Set Piano Duets
Any choice from:
1. Before Sleep for four hands by Lola Perrin
2. Serbian Reel Dance (Kolo) for four hands by Aleksandar Vujić
AD02

10 min

£16

JAZZ PIANO CLASSES - Advanced Level - Special Prize to be awarded
Free Choice
AJ01

8 min

£15

Jazz Set Piece
Summertime from The Jazz Piano Player - Autumn Leaves by John Kember
8 min
£15
AJ02
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AGPMF Adult Categories
ADULT PIANO LEARNERS
INTERMEDIATE (to include one or more pieces)
Free Choice
AL01

5 min

£12

Set Piece
Any choice from:
1. Karma, from Play It Again, Piano Book I, by Melanie Spanswick
2. A Glimmer of Sunshine, No 1 from Hausmuzik, by Vera Milanković
AL02

5 min

£12

LATE INTERMEDIATE (to include one or more pieces)
Free Choice
AL03

6 min

£13

Set Piece
Any choice from:
1. Seahorse Dream, from Play It Again, Piano Book II, by Melanie Spanswick
2. Serbian Love Song, No 7 from Hausmuzik, by Vera Milanković
AL04

5 min

£12

EARLY ADVANCED (to include one or more pieces)
Free Choice
AL05

10 min

£16

Set Piece
Any choice from:
1. Come back., Op. 3, No 1 by Vladimir Titov
2. The Pirate Ship, from All the Fun of the Fair by Lindsey Berwin
AL06

6 min

£13

Music manuscripts and recordings available on http://www.agpianomusicfestival.co.uk/agpmf_download.php
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AGPMF Adult Categories
GRADES REPERTOIRE CLASSES
(From any UK examination board programme: including one or two pieces)
AR01

Piano Grade 1

2 min

£10

AR02

Piano Grade 2

2 min

£10

AR03

Piano Grade 3

3 min

£10

AR04

Piano Grade 4

4 min

£12

Piano Grade 5

5 min

£12

AR06

Piano Grade 6

6 min

£13

Piano Grade 7

8 min

£15

AR08

Piano Grade 8

10 min

£15

AR05

AR07

Prizes
Around the Globe Trophy

For the most outstanding performer from the Junior Category Worldwide Contemporary
Music

Around the Globe Trophy

For the most outstanding performer from the Adult Category Worldwide Contemporary
Music

Special Prizes by the Composers’ Association of Serbia

Books with music scores and CDs for the most outstanding performers from the Balkan
Composers and Set Pieces Classes in the Junior Category
Books with music scores and CDs for the most outstanding performers from the Set Pieces
and Balkan Composers Music Classes in the Adult Category

Special Prize sponsored by Markson Pianos

An opportunity for all winners from the Junior and Adult Categories to play at the piano
recital in the Markson Piano Concert Series

Around the Globe Medals awarded by Global Media Publishing Ltd
For winners of the Junior Recital Classes

Music voucher £15 awarded by Brittens Music

For the most outstanding performer from the Junior Recital Classes

Around the Globe Music Magazine

AGPMF Prizes
Music voucher £10 awarded by Brittens Music

For the most outstanding performer from the Junior Grades Repertoire Classes

Around the Globe Trophy awarded by Global Media Publishing Ltd
Music voucher £25 awarded by Kensington Chimes Music
For the winner of the Adult Recital Classes

Fine Art Escape Special Prize

Work of art ‘Violinist’ by Serbian painter Dusan Rajsic to be awarded to the most
promising pianist from the Adult Category

Special Prize by Branco Stoysin

CDs by Branco Stoysin for the winners of the Junior Jazz Classes

Special Prize by Branco Stoysin

Books/CDs for the winners of the Adult Jazz Class
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Around the Globe Piano Music Festival

Jury Panel

M

elanie Spanswick is a pianist, author, teacher, and
composer. She graduated from the Royal College of
Music with a Master’s degree in Performance Studies.
As an educator, Melanie has examined for the ABRSM, and
adjudicates for the British and International Federation of
Festivals. She frequently gives master classes, workshops and
presentations throughout the UK and abroad (most recently
in Germany, the USA and the Far East). As a pianist, she has
performed and broadcast worldwide, and has given recitals as
a soloist, chamber musician and accompanist at many music
festivals and major concert halls.
Melanie recently selected the repertoire for the Faber Music Piano Anthology (Faber
Music) and her piano guidebook, So You Want To Play The Piano? (Alfred Music) has
received much acclaim. Play it again: PIANO (Schott Music), a two-book piano course,
was published during 2017. She is a regular contributor to Pianist magazine and Piano
Professional (EPTA), and her piano compositions (EVC Music Publications Ltd.) have
been featured on various syllabuses and in publications worldwide.

O

lga Dudnik MA studied at the Special Music School
for Gifted Children in Ukraine, receiving the Gold
Medal for Excellence and wining the Ukraine Piano
Competition. She continued studies at the Guildhall School
of Music & Drama in London and was awarded the Premier
Prix at the completion, as well as 1st prize at the Arianne Katz
and prizes in the Young Soloist of the Year and Hong Kong
International Piano Competition. Olga made her Purcell
Room and Wigmore Hall debuts with a BBC live broadcast
and has appeared with numerous orchestras including London
Philharmonic Orchestra at the Queen Elizabeth Hall. She
joined the staff at the Guildhall School of Music and combines a teaching career with
performing across Europe.
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arina Petrov MA is a classical pianist and
piano pedagogue specialising in Prevention of
Occupational Injuries in Pianists. In addition, she
has contributed articles to EPTA and ISSTIP journals as well
as holding seminars, masterclasses and workshops on related
subjects at various universities and music colleges in London
and Cork. Since settling in London in 1989, she performed
solo recitals as well as chamber music and accompanying opera
singers in major concert halls across the UK and London,
including Regent Hall, St John’s Smith Square as well as other
music institutions. Further to performing and teaching career,
the versatile Mrs Petrov is also Co-Founder and Managing
Director of Around the Globe Music & Arts and AGPMF Piano Competition as well as
Executive Editor of Around the Globe Music Magazine.
As a child prodigy, she has won many national piano competitions in former Yugoslavia
that followed by tours, media appearances including TV and Radio Belgrade shows. She has
also won a national grant to study further at the renowned Moscow Music Conservatoire,
in 1979. Marina’s talents are renowned in the British press including The Times and she is
listed in International Who’s Who in Music and British and International Music Yearbook
since 1994.

M

aya Jordan MA, holds a Masters Degree of Music
Academy in Belgrade and a PG Certificate from the
London College of Music. A winner of numerous
prizes, she has performed throughout the former Yugoslavia,
Italy, Cyprus, France, Germany and England and recorded for
various Radio and TV programmes.
Maya’s performing career has extended through her interest
in bringing music and artists of different countries together.
Maya has been co-founder of the project ‘Sounds of the
Balkans’ and Artistic Director of numerous events and
projects, promoting Serbian culture and encouraging artists
of different origins to work together. For many years she was a Secretary of the Beethoven
Piano Society of Europe. At present Maya is a Secretary of The Serbian Council of Great
Britain and has been involved in numerous charity projects (including ‘Magic & Toys’, ‘Ada
Art’) in aid of Serbian people and children. She is also a Programme Director of the Serbian
Month in Great Britain and co-founder / Director of the Around the Globe Music & Arts.
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Focus on
Nenad Obradovic

S

erbian born photographer Nenad
Obradovic, based in Notting Hill,
London. Works as a freelance
photographer covering numerous events
such as presidential and royal visits,
diplomatic events, high religious events,
gala diners, corporate events, concerts,
theatre plays and festivals.
Nenad’s photos have been featured on
numerous websites such as Songlines,
BBC, Daily Post, Wales Online,
Metro, Radio Television Serbia, Blic,
Serbian Royal family website, Belgrade
Philharmonic Orchestra etc. etc.
www.obradovic.co.uk
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Around the Globe Music & Arts takes the protection of children and vulnerable adults very seriously. Our
Safeguarding and Child Protection Policy, contained within the Syllabus has been developed with guidance from
reputable agencies including NSPCC and Arts Council of England.
SAFEGUARDING AND CHILD PROTECTION POLICY
Implemented June 2018
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT:
The safety of children and members of other vulnerable groups, of any age, is of prime importance to us and
without exception, have the right to protection from any form of abuse and neglect. All allegations or concerns
will be taken with extreme seriousness and responded to quickly and appropriately by our personnel. All our
staff engaged in music festivals and other performance venues work in educational authorities and therefore are
trained in ‘Child Protection’ and other related subjects as well as being DBS/CRB checked. Our Safeguarding
Policy is in the Syllabus of Around the Globe Piano Music Festival and will be distributed to all entrants as well
as printed in our publications.
PURPOSE AND FUNCTION OF ORGANISATION
The objectives for which the Company is established is to advance the development of classical and contemporary
music as well as other form of arts in the UK and beyond, through informal and formal performing and educational
activities, including cultural and educational events open to musicians of all ages and levels including children,
amateurs and adult professionals. These will include organising festivals, concerts, masterclasses, workshops,
seminars and lectures. The Company is eager to promote multicultural diversity through music arts to a wider
audience, believing that its activities contribute towards a better cultural understanding, social cohesion and
sustainable personal and societal development.
THE ENVIRONMENT
An annual piano festival is held at the premises of The Study Society building based in west London, in one of
their performance halls on the ground floor with available reception area and toilet facilities. The building has a
safety lock on the door entrance and the organiser will provide attendees of the event with the entrance door code
well in advance before the event.
An annual event Winners’ Piano Recital is held in a church building that includes performance hall, reception
area, toilet facilities and lift for people with disabilities.
We admit members of the public with access to entrance areas and performance halls only. It is the policy of our
organisation to inform and involve parents/ careers/guardians and teachers in partnership with the organisers to
ensure a safe environment at our events and as far as is reasonably possible. These events are run by professional
musicians and volunteers who endeavour to provide to all involved
including children and other vulnerable
groups with a welcoming atmosphere and safe environment as reasonably possible.
To ensure clarity, it is the policy of our organisation to inform parents, guardians, careers and teachers that they
receive a copy of this policy before making arrangements to attend any of our events.
TO WHOM THIS POLICY APPLY
This policy relates to children under the age of 18 years and members of vulnerable groups of any age whose needs
are identified to the organisers by a parent/career/guardian and/or teachers prior to their arrival at the Festival
and other performance event. This should be done by contacting the address at the foot of this document. Our
Organisation actively seeks, wherever possible, to meet these needs, but must know beforehand in order to prepare
support – or to let you know we are unable to help.
EVENTS PERSONNEL
Around the Globe Piano Music Festival and AGPMF Winners Piano Recital are run entirely by
volunteers.
Members of the Committee (referred to hereafter as Festival personnel) as well as other personnel are recruited
by a recommendation from other committee members. All our personnel engaged in music festivals and other
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performance venues work for educational authorities and therefore, trained in ‘Child Protection’ and are DBS/
CRB checked. The Festival personnel are required to sign in when in attendance and to wear an official identity
badge at all times during events. The Company keeps records of their names, addresses and reference material and
where appropriate will held by the committee. Our Company wish to reassure that every problem will be taken
seriously as well as documented and dated. A private area is available for discussing these concerns if needed.
PREPARATION FOR ATTENDANCE AT THE FESTIVAL & PIANO RECITAL
A copy of the safeguarding policy is sent out with the timings sheets to the person who sent in the entry form.
When an entry is made on behalf of an entrant under 18 years old or a vulnerable adult, the Company’s rules
require the person submitting that entry to sign a declaration that they are the parent/ career/guardian. If the entry
is made by a teacher or any other adult person not legally responsible for a child or vulnerable adult, they will
have to sign a declaration that the policy will be distributed to the parents/careers/guardians/ students and take
responsibility to ensure that all parents and students are familiar with its contents. In addition, the entries cannot
be accepted without that signed declaration. During the festival and other events, parents/guardians/careers are
responsible for the care and supervision of their children and venerable adults. Where parents are not personally
attending with their charges, the Policy requires them to delegate an identified responsible adult to accompany
their charges to these performing events and notify the organiser well in advance.
PERFORMANCE AND CHANGING AREAS
The events’ personnel cannot accept any responsibility for supervision of any public areas within and outside
the building. We urge that parents, careers, guardians, students and teachers assume full responsibility for their
charges. The organisers cannot take responsibility for any lost belongings.
PHOTOGRAPHS AND VIDEO RECORDINGS
During performance taking flash photography and recordings are not permitted and all mobile devises should
be put on silent. All recordings or photographs taken by parents/guardians or a third party during performances
must be approved in advance by the organisers. The festival may use accredited press photographers from time to
time but this will be in the public arena and permission will be sought from the participant’s parent or guardian.
It is the responsibility of the parent, guardian, carer or teacher to withdraw any child not wishing to be included
in a press photograph.
THE LEGISLATION AND GUIDANCE THAT SUPPORTS THIS POLICY:
The Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974; The Children Act
1989; The Police Act 1997; The Data Protection Act 1998;
The Human Rights Act 1998; The Protection of Children Act
1999; The Criminal Justice and Court Services Act 2000,
The Children Act 2004, The Vulnerable Groups Act 2006.
POLICY REVIEW
The Company will review their policy on a regular basis and revise and
enhance it as necessary, in line with the NSPCC and Arts Council of England policy guidelines.
Events Safeguarding Officer: Maya Jordan, 11 Fermor Way, Crowborough
East Sussex TN6 3BD
Around the Globe Music & Arts (Non-profitable Company registered in England and Wales No 11108427)
28 B Caedmon Road
London N7 6DH
Managing Director: Marina Petrov
Arts Director: Maya Jordan
Occupational Health Director: Gavin Burt
Company Secretary: Vesna Petkovic
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